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Summary

Background: Experience-dependent plastic changes in the
brain underlying complex forms of learning are generally initi-
ated when organisms are awake, and this may limit the earliest
developmental time at which learning about external events
can take place. It is not known whether waking-like brain func-
tion is present prenatally in higher vertebrate (bird or mammal)
embryos, or whether embryos have brain circuitry that can
selectively turn on a waking-like state in response to salient
external sensory stimulation.
Results: Combining submillimeter-resolution brain positron
emission tomography (PET), structural X-ray computed
tomography (CT) of the skeleton for fine-scale embryo aging,
and noninvasive behavioral recording of chicken embryos in
the egg revealed unexpectedly wide variation in prenatal brain
activity, inversely related to behavioral activity, which devel-
oped into different sleep-like fetal brain states. Brief prenatal
exposure to a salient chicken vocalization (eliciting strong
postnatal behavioral responses) increased higher-brain
activity significantly more than a spectrally and temporally
matching ‘‘nonvocal’’ noise analog. Patterns of correlated
activity between the brainstem and higher-brain areas resem-
bling awake, posthatching animals were seen exclusively in
chicken-stimulated embryos.
Conclusions: Waking-like brain function is present in a latent
but inducible state during the final 20% of embryonic life,
selectively modulated by context-dependent monitoring
circuitry. These data also reveal the developmental emergence
of sleep-like behavior and its linkage to metabolic brain states
and highlight problems with assigning embryo brain states
based on behavioral observations.

Introduction

Adult bird and mammalian nervous systems cycle through
three functionally distinct brain states on a daily basis: non-
rapid eye movement (NREM or slow-wave) sleep, rapid eye
movement (REM or paradoxical) sleep, and waking [1, 2].
Classically defined using whole-brain electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) changes and behavior [3], these states also
differ in brain metabolic and gene expression patterns [4, 5],
as well as in the organism’s responsiveness to environmental
perturbations (lower in sleep than in waking). However,
presentation of a salient sound like a human subject’s own
name during NREM sleep elicits waking at lower sound levels

[6] and selective enhancement of brain activation [7, 8], as
compared to stimulation with other names or tones, demon-
strating selective monitoring circuitry that operates during
nonwaking states. An organism’s ability to exhibit complex
forms of learning about external events is generally limited to
waking periods [1, 3].
Although it is customary to assign human prenatal brain

states using behavioral observations made with ultrasound
sonography [9], the richest source of combined behavioral
and neural measurements comes from invasive EEG studies
in fetal sheep and chickens, species with grossly similar
patterns of EEG and behavioral development [10]. In both
species, waking (defined as an open-eyed vigilant state with
a desynchronized EEG pattern) occurs only after birth
[11–16]. Embryos spontaneously alternate between a high-
amplitude EEG state (reminiscent of NREM sleep after birth)
and a low-amplitude EEG state (reminiscent of REM sleep
after birth), emerging by 80%–90% of embryonic development
[10, 17–19]. Behavioral or EEG changes in response to environ-
mental stimulation first appear late in embryonic development
in both species [19–26]. In sheep, late-term fetal stimulation
with an artificial voice-like sound causes EEG changes that
appear to be qualitatively similar to brief periods of arousal
from a sleeping state in postnatal animals [27–29]; it is
unknown whether prenatal brains exhibit selective monitoring
circuitry similar to adults.
To better determine whether prenatal brains have waking-

like states and selective monitoring circuitry, we developed
a minimally invasive procedure that does not interfere with
normal development and can simultaneously monitor neural
activity everywhere in the brain with equal sensitivity. We
applied submillimeter spatial resolution positron emission
tomography (PET) to chicken embryos during the last 30%
of their embryonic development, using cellular uptake of
2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose (18FDG) to measure brain
metabolic activity ([30]; see Figure S1A available online).
Skeletal characteristics measured by X-ray computed tomog-
raphy (CT, [31]) were used to assign developmental stages
according to conventional embryological standards [32].
Continuous recordings of cardiac activity, movements, and
emitted sounds were obtained from vibrations recorded from
the eggshell [33] to quantitatively measure the relationship
between embryonic brain activity and behavior (Figures S1B
and S1C). Selective monitoring circuitry was assessed by
comparing embryos maintained in silence with those exposed
to a well-characterized chicken vocalization (highly behavior-
ally significant after birth [34, 35]), or to a well-controlled
‘‘filtered noise’’ sound (synthesized from this same stimulus
and similar in spectral and temporal characteristics, but with
a nonvocal timbre; Figure S1D). We found waking-like brain
function present in a latent but inducible state during the final
20% of embryonic life, and functional evidence of selective
monitoring circuitry that induces changes in prenatal brain
states.

Results

Characterizing Variation in Embryo Brain Activity Patterns

Embryo brains did not exhibit a spatially uniform pattern of
brain metabolic activity (Figure 1A). Activity levels were*Correspondence: evan.balaban@mcgill.ca
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consistently high in the spinal cord and brainstem but varied
widely in all other brain structures, including the cerebellum,
midbrain, hypothalamus, thalamus, and forebrain. Of the 201
embryos studied here, 58% had relatively high metabolic
activity in the ventral brainstem (reflecting its important role
in regulating basic physiological functions), but not anywhere
else in the brain (Figure 1A); the other 42% had even stronger
activity in higher-brain areas (dorsal and rostral to [‘‘above’’]
the ventral brainstem), presumably related to more complex
functions that become important leading up to and after
hatching. To capture these coarse pattern differences, we
classified embryos into ‘‘relatively inactive’’ (rInactive) and
‘‘relatively active’’ (rActive) categories, according to their
higher-brain activity (Figure 1B). These categories did not
simply reflect random variation between embryos, because
single embryos could shift their patterns on successive

imaging sessions within the same day (Figure 1C). The spatial
distribution of higher-brain activity among embryos was also
nonrandom; maximum activity in two higher-brain regions
was strongly correlated (cerebellum and forebrain, r = 0.96,
n = 201, p < 0.0001, Figure S2A; these two regions contained
the maximum activity above the ventral brainstem in 88% of
all embryos). Ventral brainstem activity was statistically inde-
pendent of higher-brain metabolic patterns (Figure 1B, inset).
Thus, activity in higher-brain circuits was regulated in a unitary
way, independent of ventral brainstem levels.
Embryo brains in the rActive group were further subdivided

with a second classification based on posthatching brain
function. This procedure used data from 16 awake, sound-
exposed, 1- to 2-day-old postnatal chickens, quantifying the
proportion of each brain that had metabolic activity above a
standard, medium-threshold value (Figure 1D). Embryos with
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Figure 1. Defining Embryo Brain Metabolic Patterns

(A) Activity patterns seen across all developmental stages and experimental conditions. Each PET image is a sagittal maximum intensity projection of the

head of a single subject (beak upward, dorsal to the right). The scale bar indicates the dynamic range of image intensities (normalized to themaximum value

in the pituitary = 100). rInactive, brains with maximum activity above the brainstem in the range of the white bars in (B); rActive, brains with maximum activity

above the brainstem in the range of the black bars in (B). pActive, fActiveLo, and fActiveHi are illustrated in (D).

(B) Histogram of the maximum volume element (voxel) values in the higher brain; arrows indicate the first two peaks of the distribution. The vertical line

between them at x = 108 separates rInactive (white) from rActive (black) embryos. Inset: histogram of maximum voxel values in the ventral brainstem for

rInactive (upper graph, white) and rActive (lower graph, black) embryos; Mann-Whitney test, n = 88 and 113, p > 0.5.

(C) Images from successive sessions within the same day for a single subject (times indicated, scale bar as in A). The earlier session was silent; the later

session included a 2 min exposure to the chicken sound. Red arrows indicate the same structure in the ventral brainstem.

(D) The proportion of all brain voxels with valuesR 125 (normalized units) versus mean voxel intensity over the whole brain for 113 rActive embryos (black

circles) and 16 posthatching birds (white circles). Correlation: r = 0.95, n = 129, p < 0.0001.
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rActive brains that had proportions greater than or equal to the
lowest proportion shown by any awake posthatching chick
were designated ‘‘fully active’’ (fActive, fA), and those with
proportions below this threshold were ‘‘partially active’’

(pActive, pA) (see examples in Figure 1A). In spite of large
differences in overall brain activity levels among rInactive,
pActive, and fActive embryos, regions with the greatest
activity were similar throughout the developmental period
studied here (Figure S2B). These data are most consistent
with a switching mechanism that modulates a common, global
spatial pattern of brain activity.

Changes in Higher-Brain Activation Follow
a Developmental Pattern

Embryos were developmentally ordered using a principal
component analysis of the volume of a set of basal cranial
bones plotted against the volume of the rostral vertebral
column, measured from each individual’s CT image. The first
principal component, which accounted for 98.5% of the
variation among individuals and agreed with traditional
morphological measures of developmental stages ([32]; see
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures), was used to
quantify developmental stage (‘‘skeletal age’’). Embryos dis-
played increasing probabilities of higher-brain activation and
decreasing movement frequencies as development pro-
ceeded (Figure 2A). Combining brain and behavioral informa-
tion, we noted four time periods of interest. Early on (Age I,
embryonic day (E) 15.5–16.5, stage 39-40 [32], 74%–79% of
the 21-day incubation period [ip]), embryos exhibited relatively
high rates of movement with no higher-brain metabolic activa-
tion. This was followed by the first appearance of higher-brain
activation (Age II, E16.5–17.5, stage 41-42, 80%–83% ip), with
decreasing movement rates as development proceeded.
Toward the end of this phase, there was a relatively short
period (Age III, E17.5–18.0, stage 43-44minus, 83%–86% ip)
where all embryos had higher-brain activation. Finally, there
was a prolonged period before hatching that contained both
rInactive and rActive brain patterns with low levels of move-
ment (Age IV, E18.0–21.0, stage 44-45, 87%–100% ip); the
beginning of this period coincided with the first signs of the
transition to air breathing (self-puncture of the chorioallantoic
membrane [internal pipping]). The proportion of embryos with
higher-brain activity among each of these four periods was
significantly different from the other periods (heterogeneity:
G = 86.99, df = 3, p < 1.0 3 1025, all groups different at
the p < 0.01 level), indicating that these changes represent a
developmental pattern rather than random sampling variation.
In subsequent analyses, Ages II and III were combined to
improve statistical power, based on the high similarity of their
brain activation pattern maxima (Figure S2B), and because
Age III appears to represent the culmination of trends starting
in Age II that peak in the population during a brief period just
prior to the transition to air breathing.

Changes in Reticular Formation Activity Are Related to
Embryo Higher-Brain States

Cell groups in the pontine and mesencephalic reticular forma-
tion importantly regulate postnatal brain states in both birds
and mammals [1, 2, 36, 37]. Changes in metabolic activity
were therefore compared in regions of interest (ROIs) encom-
passing the rostral pontine (rPRF) and mesencephalic (MRF)
reticular formation of embryos (Figure 2B; ROIs shown in
inset). Activity differences in pontine and mesencephalic
circuits (expressed as MRF/rPRF, ‘‘reticular activation ratio’’)
were significantly related to both brain states and behavioral
differences (Figure 2B), demonstrating that the control of
metabolically different brain states may be similar in embryos
and adults.
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Figure 2. Behavior and Brain Activation Patterns Change as a Function of

Developmental Stage and Reticular Formation Activity

(A) Embryo movement activity changes with relative skeletal age (r =20.75,

n = 201, p < 0.0001). Skeletal age values were determined fromCT images of

each skeleton and are expressed in units relative to the middle of the range

of ages studied here, which is defined as 0. Dotted vertical lines separate

developmental ranges of interest (see text); the equivalent classical devel-

opmental stages [32] and embryonic days of incubation (E) are also given.

Red ‘‘x’’s indicate internally pipped embryos; sample sizes are given in

parentheses. Percentages indicate the proportion of embryos with rInactive

(rI) and rActive (rA) brain patterns.

(B) Reticular activation ratios versus mean metabolic activity over the whole

brain for rInactive (white circles), pActive (gray circles), and fActive (black

circles) embryos; correlation: r = 0.88, p > 0.0001, n = 201. Regions of

interest (ROIs) are shown in the inset. Means 6 SEM: rInactive, 0.72 6

0.02 (n = 88); pActive, 0.996 0.02 (n = 71); fActive, 1.446 0.06 (n = 42); Krus-

kal-Wallis test: H = 133.7, df = 2, p < 0.0001; all groups significantly different

from each other. The relationship between reticular activation ratios and

movement was also significant [number of movements per minute =

29.90 + 22.58/(MRF/rPRF), r2 = 0.54, F(1,199) = 237.0, p < 0.0001].
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Higher-Brain Activity Is Inversely Related to Embryo
Movement

Higher-brain activity was strongly associated with behavioral
inactivity (quiescence). Quiescence increased both as devel-
opment proceeded and within developmental stages in asso-
ciation with changes in higher-brain activity (Figure 3A). This
relationship was specifically linked with the disappearance
of short (<5 s) quiescent bouts (Figure 3B). Indeed, embryos
with higher-brain activity spent a significantly greater propor-
tion of their time in long (R5 s) quiescent bouts (mean +
SEM, rActive: 80.0% 6 1.8%, n = 86; rInactive: 46.5% 6
2.6%, n = 84; Mann-Whitney test, z = 7.97, p < 0.0001;
Figure 3C).

Is embryo quiescence like sleep? Sleep bout durations are
known to follow an exponential distribution in many adult
mammals [38], as do quiescent period durations in fetal sheep
[16]. Chick embryomovement bout durations for all stages and
brain patterns were exponentially distributed (Figure 4A), as in
fetal sheep [16] and early postnatal rodents [39, 40]. However,
rInactive embryos had power-law quiescent period duration
distributions at 70%–80% of embryonic development (Age I);
these became indeterminately distributed during Age II/III
and exhibited sleep-like exponential distributions at Age IV
(Figure 4B). In contrast, pActive embryos always had sleep-
like exponential distributions, and fActive embryos always
had indeterminate distributions.

Embryo quiescence was related to eye movements in
a manner reminiscent of REM sleep. As expected for REM ato-
nia ([3], active eye muscles coupled with inactive body
muscles during REM sleep), glucose uptake by the intrinsic
(iris) eye muscles and the jaw (mandibular depressor) muscles
had oppositely signed, significantly different partial correla-
tions with quiescence (+ eye, 2 jaw; Figures 4A and 4B). At
all ages, intrinsic eye muscle activity was significantly lower
in rInactive embryos than in rActive embryos; eye muscle
activity was significantly higher in fActive relative to pActive
embryos at Age II/III, but not at Age IV.

Together, these observations suggest that the rInactive
brain metabolic state initially did not resemble sleep but
changed by Age IV to include a prominent sleep-like compo-
nent with low levels of eye movement. In contrast, the pActive
state was dominated by sleep-like behavior, with indications
of both REM-like (increased eye movement) and NREM-like
(quiescent) periods; the fActive state differed from sleep,
with high levels of eye movement and indicators of integrative
brain function (see below).

Higher-Brain Activation Is Stimulus Selective
The effects of sound stimulation were analyzed by comparing
the brain activation patterns of groups of embryos that were
given equivalent individual exposure to the chicken stimulus or
its filtered-noise analog, or who were left in silence. These
comparisons showed different brain effects depending on
when in development sound stimulation was given. At the
earliest period (Age I), stimulation did not produce any higher-
brain activation (n = 20 stimulated embryos). By Age II/III,
chicken stimulation (C) more than doubled the proportion of
embryos with higher-brain activation compared to the other
two experimental conditions (Figure 5A; pActive + fActive =
70% versus 33% for filtered-noise [FN] stimulation or silence
[S], G = 9.06, df = 2, p = 0.011; this was due to an increased
proportion of pActive embryos: 57% C versus an average of
23% for FNandS combined, G= 8.04, df = 1, p = 0.005). Chicken
stimulation also resulted in higher-brain activation occurring at
significantly earlier stages of development than the other condi-
tions (Figure 5B). These results clearly demonstrate selective
monitoring circuitry influencing prenatal brain activity states.
At late developmental stages (Age IV), chicken stimulation

drove a nonsignificant increase in the proportion of higher-
brain activation (Figure 5A; 76% C, 60% FN, 64% S, G = 1.55,
df = 2, p = 0.46) but still had a significant advantage in
recruiting brains operating at lower global metabolic levels to
pActive status (proportion of pActive brainswithmodal activity
values < 70 normalized units, chicken stimulation: 64%;
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Figure 3. Embryo Brain Activity Is Inversely Related to Movement

(A) The percentage of time that embryos spent in quiescence differed significantly among brain activation patterns (Kruskal-Wallis test: H = 83.14, df = 6,

p < 0.0001).

(B) Movement rate (black) changed in parallel with the proportion of short (<5 s) quiescent periods (blue). Correlation among all embryos: r = 0.89, n = 170,

p < 0.0001; Kruskal-Wallis tests: movement rate: H = 113.1, df = 6, p < 0.0001; quiescent periods: H = 109.5, df = 6, p < 0.0001. For (A) and (B), all error bars

are 61 SEM. Symbols near each data point (color coded according to variable) indicate the results of post hoc tests corrected for multiple comparisons;

points with different symbols are significantly different (p < 0.05). Sample sizes are shown at bottom.

(C) Population histograms showing the proportion of time spent in long (R5 s) quiescent bouts for rInactive (white) and rActive (black) embryos. These

data were also categorized into L and H groups (with low and high occurrences of long quiescent periods, respectively; threshold as indicated by the dotted

vertical line). rActive (rA) embryos were significantlymore likely to have high occurrences of long quiescent bouts thanwere rInactive (rI) embryos (G = 49.12,

df = 1, p = 2.4 3 10212).
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filtered-noise stimulation and silence: 16%, G = 6.76, df = 1,
p = 0.009).

The brain effects of stimulation depended on the behavior
shown by embryos prior to sound exposure. Individual
embryos were classified as having high (H) or low (L) occur-
rences of long quiescent bouts (as defined in Figure 3C) during
the 5min prior to stimulation (or the equivalent time in embryos
maintained in silence). The probability of higher-brain activa-
tion was significantly influenced by prior behavior, but the
effect of chicken stimulation was not (Figure 5C; log-linear
analysis, three-way interaction between stimulus type
[chicken or filtered noise and silence combined], brain activity
pattern [rInactive or rActive], and prior behavior [low or high
occurrence of long quiescent bouts]: G = 4.40, df = 1, p =
0.036). The chicken stimulus on average yielded an additional
25% of higher-brain activations compared to the other two

conditions, independent of prior behavior (G = 17.26, df = 2,
p = 0.0002).
Only fActive embryos had subtlemovement pattern changes

as a result of stimulation that significantly differed among the
three stimulus conditions (Figure S3A), providing evidence of
fActive waking-like function. The behavior and metabolic
response patterns of rInactive embryos were also significantly
affected by sound stimulation at all developmental stages
(Figures S3B and S3C), demonstrating that sound stimulation
produced functional changes in rInactive embryo brains,
even though it failed to produce higher-brain activation.

Stimulus-Exclusive Induction of Correlated Activity
between Brain Areas

An examination of activity relationships between the ventral
brainstem, reticular circuits, and higher-brain areas revealed
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Figure 4. Behavioral and Physiological Measures of Sleep-Like States

(A and B) For movement bout durations (A) and quiescent period durations (B), the mean proportion of variance explained by exponential (black-bordered

circles and left y axis) and power function (gray-bordered circles and right y axis) fits are shown for each developmental state/brain pattern (x axis): white-

filled circles, rInactive (rI); gray-filled circles, pActive (pA); black-filled circles, fActive (fA). A fit was declaredwhen one function had significantly (*p < 0.05) or

nearly significantly [(*)p < 0.06] better mean fit than the other function and explained an average of >90% of the variance. Error bars are 61 SEM; sample

sizes are shown at bottom of (A).

(C) Mean glucose uptake (normalized units) in the combined right and left intrinsic eye (iris) muscles of individual embryos (black, left y axis) and percentage

of the session with nomovement (blue, right y axis), versus developmental stage and brain pattern (x axis). Points with the same significance symbol are not

significantly different from each other; points with different symbols are significantly different. Error bars are 61 SEM; sample sizes are as in (A).

(D) Mean glucose uptake in the combined right and left jaw (mandibular depressor) muscles (black, left y axis) and percentage of the session with movement

(blue, right y axis) for the same embryos as in (C), versus developmental stage and brain pattern (x axis). Partial correlations with quiescence: eye activity:

r = +0.43, jaw activity: r = 20.31, both n = 170, p < 0.0001; comparison, p < 0.0001. Significance symbols, error bars, and sample sizes are as in (C).
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developmental changes in brain function unique to chicken-
stimulated embryos. Ventral brainstem maximum values and
reticular activation ratios were classified into two levels,
‘‘normal’’ (N) and ‘‘elevated’’ (E), based on their distributions
(Figure 6A). At Age II/III, the percentage of cases with elevated
brainstem values was similar for all embryos with and without
higher-brain activation (26% and 23%, respectively). Sound-

stimulated embryos had greater brainstem maxima than
nonstimulated embryos, independent of higher-brain activity
(two-way ANOVA: sound versus silence, H = 4.04, df = 1, p =
0.044; rInactive versus rActive, H = 2.14, df = 1, p = 0.14; inter-
action, H = 0.55, df = 1, p = 0.46), but chicken-stimulated
embryos did not have greater values than filtered-noise-stim-
ulated embryos. In contrast, at the same developmental
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(B) Chicken sound exposure developmentally advances higher-brain activation. x axis = skeletal age of individual embryos (see Figure 2A). Vertical bars

indicate groupmeans. Skeletal ages were sampled in each condition from the first observed rActive pattern until the first eight rActive embryos were found;

rInactive brains served as a control for sampling inequalities. rActive embryos had significant skeletal age heterogeneity among conditions (Kruskal-Wallis

test, H = 13.06, df = 2, p = 0.0015, corrected for two comparisons), whereas rInactive embryos did not (H = 0.23, df = 2, p = 0.89). Symbols at right show the
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(C) Proportion of rActive embryos (y axis) as a function of stimulus condition and prior behavior (x axis = low [L] or high [H] occurrences of long

quiescent periods [see Figure 3C] during the 5 min preceding stimulation). Stimulus conditions: C, chicken; FN+S, filtered noise and silent conditions

combined. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.0001, Fisher’s exact tests corrected for multiple comparisons.
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stages, higher-brain metabolic responses showed a stimulus-
selective probability-of-activation difference (Figure 5A). By
Age IV, only chicken-stimulated embryos with higher-brain
activity showed simultaneously elevated brainstem maxima
and reticular activation ratios (Figure 6A, blue arrowheads
and blue bars in the inset).

Over all developmental stages, only chicken-stimulated
fActive embryos had simultaneously elevated brainstem
maxima and reticular activation ratios (Figure 6A, blue arrow-
heads; see Figure S4 for additional analyses). They also
showed a statistically significant correlation between activity
in the telencephalon/cerebellum and the ventral brainstem
(r = 0.76, n = 10, p = 0.008), seen over all chicken-stimulated
embryos and in awake posthatching birds but not seen in
either silent or noise-stimulated embryos (Figure 6B; see Fig-
ure S5 for further analysis). Thus, prenatal chicken stimulation
uniquely produces correlations in the activity of brainstem and
higher-brain regions, and chicken-stimulated fActive embryos
exclusively have both these correlated activity patterns and
the elevated levels of higher-brain activity quantitatively like
those seen in awake, posthatching animals.

Discussion

Minimally invasive high-resolution molecular and structural
imaging coupled with noninvasive behavioral recording has
revealed the prenatal organization of brain metabolic activity
patterns and their correspondence to behavior. Like the ability
of a person’s name to selectively arouse them from slumber,
a biologically significant sound can selectively turn on inte-
grated patterns of embryonic brain function reminiscent of
waking via a metabolic switching mechanism that regulates

higher-brain activity and integrative brain function during the
final 20% of embryonic life.
Late-stage embryos go through periods where higher-brain

metabolic activity is turned ‘‘on’’ (either spontaneously, via
sound stimulation, or by the gentle egg handling necessary
for these experiments) and periods where it is turned ‘‘off.’’
The ‘‘off’’ state, associated with greater spontaneous move-
ment activity, changes during development from an earlier
form not resembling any known, nonpathological adult state
to one bearing a resemblance to NREM sleep. From their first
appearance, ‘‘on’’ states were associated with a REM-sleep-
like behavioral component and had relatively low levels of
movement; salient stimuli could drive the appearance of
waking-like functional brain characteristics before the initia-
tion of air breathing. Therefore, both a repertoire of distinctive,
sleep-like metabolic states and a latent yet inducible whole-
brain pattern of organized activity with waking-like character-
istics become established in higher vertebrate embryo brains
in advance of birth.
In many developing neural circuits, g-aminobutyric acid

(GABA), the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in the adult
brain, is initially excitatory [41, 42], and it is known to mediate
spontaneous activity in chick embryo spinal cord circuits
[43–45]. GABA becomes inhibitory beginning at E14 –E15 in
chick embryos [46–48], and this paves the way for increasing
control of brainstem and spinal cord circuits by the higher
brain. Additional research will be necessary to determine
whether the decreases in embryo movement seen here
w1–2 days after the initiation of these cellular changes are
a simple consequence of the cellular changes at the systems
level or whether the delay indicates a more complex cascade
of events relating these two phenomena.
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These data may also inform controversies about sleep
development in mammals. Some researchers have argued
that REM sleep emerges first in development [49], unrelated
to early patterns of forebrain activity [50], and is followed by
the later emergence of NREM sleep; others have argued that
both REM and NREM sleep emerge from a common precursor
sleep-like brain state containing a mixture of REM and NREM
characteristics [51, 52]. Based on parallel analyses of brain
activation patterns, quiescent period distributions, movement,
and eye muscle activation recorded in the same individuals,
the earliest recognizable metabolic brain state in chick
embryos resembling sleep is related to forebrain activation
and contains both REM-like and NREM-like periods.

This work also identifies new aspects of the relationship
between embryo brain activity and behavior that complicate
the assignment of prenatal (and early neonatal) brain states
from behavioral data. Embryo movement was greatest when
higher-brain regions were metabolically switched off; these
movements were presumably under the dominant control of
brainstem and spinal cord circuits, which exhibited relatively
high metabolic activity. Therefore, larger amounts of move-
ment are not indicative of a REM-sleep-like or waking-like
state, and the smaller amounts of movement that occur
when higher-brain regions are metabolically switched on can
be seen during both sleep-like and waking-like states.
Although there may be particular behaviors that occur only
during specific brain states, these data underscore the neces-
sity for validating any such candidate behaviors with brain
measurements.

The overall probability of different fetal brain states de-
pended on the developmental stage and behavior of embryos,
yet as few as seven repetitions of a 2 s sound stimulus over
a 2 min period could trigger increased metabolic activity in a
coordinated fashion over most of the brain. The chicken stim-
ulus used here induced a significant correlation between
activity in the brainstem and higher areas similar to that in
awake posthatching animals, and not seen in embryos main-
tained in silence or exposed to the nonvocal control stimulus.
The stimulus-selective monitoring mechanism responsible for
these changes operated over a scale of seconds to minutes
and was related to activity in pontine and mesencephalic
circuits. Continuing work will be necessary to fully map the
anatomy, physiology, neurochemistry, and endocrinology of
the responsible circuit (or circuits) and to determine the exact
relationship between developing brain metabolic patterns and
EEG patterns.

An embryological mechanism maintaining higher-brain
metabolic activity and the correlation in activity between brain
areas in a reduced state, while allowing their upregulation by
particular, salient stimuli, has significant implications for our
understanding of brain-wide aspects of experience-depen-
dent plasticity and integrated brain function during late
prenatal and early postnatal life. High levels of whole-brain
metabolic activity are energetically expensive and may
pose a danger just as the embryo makes the transition to air
breathing because of ischemic risks due to hypoxia [10], which
may explain the reappearance of relatively inactive higher-
brain states as breathing begins (Age III-IV transition; Fig-
ure 2A). A global downregulatory mechanism may also play
a more prolonged role by protecting embryo brains from the
disruptive effects of external sensory stimulation on neural
circuit formation; the time when these protective mechanisms
turn off may in part define the start of sensitive or critical
periods [53]. By regulating the developmental timing and the

circumstances under which the integrative, whole-brain
activity that complex forms of learning depend upon is
switched on and off, the mechanism that selectively wakes
up embryo brains can importantly shape when and how
external information affects neural circuitry. This has broader
significance in two different ways. First, it may explain
stimulus-selective forms of early learning, in which fetuses
and/or neonates spontaneously exhibit complex learning
about particular classes of stimuli (such as human infants
rapidly learning the detailed characteristics of speech
sounds). Second, there may be negative developmental con-
sequences if biologically significant stimuli can prematurely
wake up and start changing fetal brains before the completion
of intrinsic brain circuit development. The mechanism re-
vealed here may lead to a better understanding of postnatal
consequences of stimulating the fetal brains of prematurely
born infants, and ways to ameliorate any negative conse-
quences of such stimulation.

Experimental Procedures

All animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the local

animal use committee. Commercially obtained chicken eggs were incu-

bated for 15–21 days (stages 39–45 [32]) in a light-tight incubator at

37.5�C and 55% humidity and were removed singly in a light-tight container

for behavioral recording and imaging. Under a red photographic safelight,

a small (4–5 mm diameter) hole was gently cut in the shell overlying the

airspace at the blunt end of the egg, where a warm (37.5�C) tracer solution
containingw1.5mCi of 2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose (18FDG)was gently

deposited directly onto the region of the intact shell membrane immediately

under the hole. A piece of porous wound-closure tape was used to cover

the hole, and the egg was placed on a movement-recording device atop

a vibration-isolation platform inside a dark, light-tight 37.5�Csound-isolated

chamber for the 20 min recording period prior to imaging. Because of

the high physiological clearance rate of glucose and the half-life of 18F,

the vast majority of 18FDG had been cleared from the bloodstream and

was in body tissues by end of the recording period; further cellular incorpo-

ration of any remaining glucose would have little effect on PET image

intensities. The PET images therefore represented glucose uptake by cells

during the recording period.

From the continuous recordings of embryo behavior and cardiac physi-

ology ([33], voltage deflections), a movement bout was defined as any

voltage deflection greater than the heartbeat that was separated by more

than 150 ms from any other such deflection; quiescent (inactive) periods

were defined by the absence of voltage deflections above the level of the

heartbeat. After 10 or 13 min of silence, some embryos were stimulated

with either 5 or 2 min (respectively) of the chicken or filtered-noise stimulus

(peak amplitude 92 dB, C-weighting, at the egg location) via a speaker in

the sound isolation chamber. The stimuli (Figure S1D) consisted of five short

sound elements occurring within a 2 s period that were repeated at irregular

time intervals every 12–18 s (7 repeats for the 2 min stimuli, 16 for the 5 min

stimuli). Some embryos were stimulated with the chicken stimulus for the

first 15 min (47 repeats). All embryos were left in silence for the last 5 min

of their recording period. All except three of the embryos studied were given

a lethal overdose of anesthetic so that the amount of radioactivity in their

isolated heads could be measured prior to imaging; this provided a quanti-

tative basis for interpreting intensity values on the PET images. The three

exceptions were multiply imaged and treated as above after their last

imaging session.

All image processing for data analysis used standard techniques, as

adapted for small-animal imaging [54, 55]. Image values were normalized

among embryos by referencing them to the maximum uptake value found

in the pituitary gland, a structure that is connected to the brain and consis-

tently metabolically active (further explained and validated in the Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). Before analyzing behavioral differences

and the effects of sound stimulation, data from four late-stage birds who

had vocalized during their recording period were removed to avoid con-

founding analyses referring to stimulus condition. To assure comparability

between the experimental conditions for chicken-stimulated and filtered-

noise-stimulated birds, we also removed data from a group of embryos

given chicken stimulation for 15 min. Further methodological details and
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analyses are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures and

Supplemental Results, respectively.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Results, five figures, and

Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article

online at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2012.03.030.
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